
Foreign policy plank 

 

   If our president wins the election and becomes president, the Alpha group will make some 

changes to the current foreign policy. First of all, we will cut off our trade and production with 

China. They do not have the same quality and safety regulations that we require. Unless those 

standards change, the people of America will never again see a “made in China” on a toy or 

package of cookies. Instead we might find another country to take China’s spot. We might build 

more factories which will allow us to make everything here in the United States. Just know that 

there will be a solution. 

      Second, we will make treaties with all neighboring countries. We will do this in order to 

sustain a strong alliance so we will be more than ready if we should ever go to war again. Not 

only will we require them to be ready whenever we need them, but to allow us to borrow troops 

whenever we ask. Under certain circumstances will we contribute with the same requirements 

that we have requested from them. 

    Thirdly, once we cut off certain funds and end debt with whoever we owe money to, we will 

go to Africa and help them with their freshwater problems. We will make more wells for the 

villages and put a good amount of water fountains at all the schools and recreational places. No 

matter how much it costs we will get it done. We have water parks and pools where we play or 

relax in and they struggle to get a clean cup of water every day. They deserve more, and we plan 

on making that happen. 

Also, we will send or keep our troops wherever there are reports of terrorism. Especially since 

the terrorist attack of 9/11, America has despised Al-Qaeda and any other terrorist group. Over 

the past few years we have had terrorist attacks in America that haven’t been as serious as the 



one in 9/11, but they have been noteworthy. There’s been mass shootings and bombings and we 

plan on setting new security standards at airports, malls, schools, etc. There will also be new 

laws for who can buy weapons and who can’t.  

    To touch up on a point made earlier, there will be more precautions made for travel with other 

countries. Security at the airports and on the airplanes will be doubled if the destination is to a 

different country, or if the plane is coming to our country. Metal detectors and scanners will be 

upgraded and the weapon search will be much more thorough. Also, we will add extra security at 

cargo docks to make sure there is no illegal smuggling of any sort. We plan on making traveling 

between countries safer and to decrease the number of terrorist attacks or smuggled drugs and 

weapons between America and foreign countries.  

   All of the issues that we have brushed on in this plank are our biggest concern, and if you vote 

the Alpha leader for your president this year, all of these problems will be solved. 

      


